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Abstract

In this paper we discuss how the time domain subspace based iden�
ti�cation algorithms can be modi�ed in order to be applicable when the
primary measurements are given as samples of the Fourier transform of
the input and output signals� Particularly we study the PI�MOESP algo�
rithm ���� in a frequency domain framework� We show that this method
is consistent if a certain rank constraint is satis�ed and the frequency
domain noise is zero mean and have bounded covariance� An example is
presented which illuminates the theoretical discussion�

Keywords� Identi�cation� Subspace Method� Stochastic Analysis� Singular
Value Decomposition�

� Introduction

Methods which identify state�space models by means of geometrical properties
of the input and output sequences are commonly known as subspace methods
and have received much attention in the literature� The early subspace iden�
ti�cation methods ��� 	
� 	�� focused on the deterministic systems with errors
represented at the outputs� Such models are also known as Output�Error Models
OEM�� By extending these methods� consistent algorithms have been obtained
when the errors are described by colored noise �	�� 	�� ���� In spite of the in�
herent complexity of these algorithms� many successful applications have been
reported� One of the advantages with the methods is the absence of a paramet�
ric iterative optimization step� In classical prediction error minimization �		��
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such a step is necessary for most model structures� An excellent overview of
time domain subspace methods is given in ��	��

In this paper we consider the case when data is given in the frequency do�
main� i�e� when samples of the Fourier transform of the input and output
signals are the primary measurements� In a number of applications it is com�
mon to �t models in the frequency domain �	�� 	��� Subspace based algorithms
formulated in the frequency domain has appeared recently� A frequency domain
version of �	�� which is closely related to the basic projection algorithm ��� ���
has been described in ��� and analyzed with respect to consistency in �	�� 	���
A di�erent route is followed in in �	�� where an algorithm which is based on the
inverse discrete Fourier transform and a variation of the realization algorithm
��� is presented� This algorithm is consistent for a large class of systems but re�
quires samples of the frequency response of the system at equidistant frequencies
covering the whole frequency axis �� ���

The topic of this chapter is to demonstrate that the recent so called sub�
space based identi�cation algorithms� by simple modi�cations� can be used to
identify systems using frequency domain data� In contrast to the algorithm in
�	�� wherein only frequency response data was considered here we will assume
the Fourier transform of the input and output signals to be given at arbitrary
frequencies� The algorithm which we will present is based on the time domain
version called PI�MOESP �	��� We will show that the algorithm is strongly
consistent for mild assumptions on the noise�

� Problem Description

Given samples of the discrete time Fourier transform of the input and output
signals of a dynamical system we seek an algorithm which identify a state�space
model of �nite order�

��� System Assumptions

Let us consider stable time�invariant discrete time systems of �nite order n�
One form of describing such a system is by the state�space equations pair

xk � 	� � A�xk� �B�uk�
yk� � C�xk� �D�uk� � nk�

� 	�

where ut� � R
m� yt� � R

p and xt� � R
n� nt� � R

p is the noise term which
we assume is independent of the input sequence ut�� Here the time index k

denotes normalized time� Hence yk� denotes the sample of the output signal
yt� at time instant t � kT where T denotes the sample time� We also assume
that the state�space realization 	� is minimal which implies both observability
and controllability ���� A system with this type of noise model is commonly
known as output�error models �		�� Note that all such pairs 	� describing the
same input�output behavior of the system are equivalent under a non�singular
similarity transformation T � R

n�n ���� i�e the matrices T��AT� T��B�CT�D�
will be an equivalent state�space realization�

The frequency response of the system 	� is de�ned as

Gej�� � Cej�I �A���B �D� ��

�



� Subspace Identi�cation

��� The Basic Relations

By introducing

yqk� �

�
����

yk�
yk � 	�

���
yk � q � 	�

�
���� ��

and conformally uqk� and nqk�� the extended observability matrix

Oq �

�
����

C

CA
���

CAq��

�
���� ��

and the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix

�q �

�
����

D � � � � �
CB D � � � �
���

���
� � �

���
CAq��B CAq��B � � � D

�
���� 
�

we will by recursive use of 	� obtain ��� the relation

yqk� � Oqxk� � �quqk� � nqk�� ��

The extended observability matrix has a rank equal to the system order n if
q � n since the system is minimal�

The discrete time Fourier transform F of a sequence fk� is de�ned as

Ffk� � F �� �

�X
k���

fk�e�j�k ��

where j � sqrt�	� From the de�nition �� it follows immediately that the
discrete Fourier transform of a time shifted sequence satis�es

Ffk � n� � ej�nF w�� ��

Let Y �� � Fyk�� U�� � Fuk� and N�� � Fnk�� If we now apply the
Fourier transform F on both sides of �� we obtain

W ��� Y �� � OqX�� � �qW ��� U�� �W ���N�� ��

where � denote the Kronecker product �
� and

W �� �
�
	 ej� ej�� � � � ej��q���

�T
� 	��

Notice that �� is the frequency domain version of ���

�



Assume we have samples of the Fourier transform of the input and output
at M frequencies � � ��� � � � � �M � By collecting these samples in matrices

Yq�M �
	
Wq���� Y ���� Wq���� Y ���� � � � � Wq�M �� Y �M �



� C

qp�M �

		�
Uq�M �

	
Wq���� U���� Wq���� U���� � � � � Wq���� U�M �



� C

qm�M �

	��
Nq�M �

	
Wq����N���� Wq����N���� � � � � Wq�M ��N�M �



� C

qp�M �

XM �
	
X���� X���� � � � � X�M��



� C

n�M �

and using �� we arrive at the matrix equation

Yq�M � OqXM � �qUq�M �Nq�M � 	��

Notice that an alternative expression for Uq�M can be formulated as

Uq�M �
�
W ��� W ��� � � � W �M �

�
�Imdiag U���� U���� � � � � U�M ���

	��
In the following discussion we will suppress most size indicating subscripts in
order to simplify the notation�

��� Identi�cation

The identi�cation scheme we employ to �nd an state�space model  �A� �B� �C� �D�
is based on a two step procedure� First the relation 	�� is used to consistently
determine a matrix �Oq with a range space equal to the extended observability

matrix Oq � From �Oq it is straight forward to �nd �A and �C as is well known

from the time domain subspace methods ��	�� In the second step �B and �D are
determined by solving the minimization problem

�B� �D � argmin
B�D

MX
k��

jY �k�� D � �Cei�kI � �A���B�U�k�j
� 	
�

which has an analytical solution since the transfer function G is a linear function
of both B and D assuming �A and �C are �xed�

��� The Basic Projection Method

First consider the noise free case and we restate the basic projection method
��� �� in the frequency domain� In 	�� the term �qU can be removed by the
use of ��

UH
which is the orthogonal projection onto the null�space of U�

��
UH

� I �UHUUH ���U 	��

here UH denotes the complex conjugate and transpose of the matrix U� The
inverse in 	� will exist if the system is su�ciently excited by the input and we
return later to this issue� Since

U��UH � �

the e�ect of the input will be removed and we obtain

Y��UH � OqX�
�
UH � 	��

�



Provided
rank X��UH � � n 	��

Y��
UH

and Oq will span the same column space� In the frequency domain for�
mulation a small complication occurs at this stage� The state�space matrices
A�B�C�D� and thus also the extended observability matrices are usually real
matrices but Y��

UH
is a complex matrix� The real space can however be re�

covered by using both the real part and the imaginary part in a singular value
decomposition ���

	
Re Y��

UH
� Im Y��

UH
�


�
	
Us Uo


� �s �
� �o

��
V T
s

V T
o

�
	��

where Us � R
qp�n contains the n principal singular vectors and the diagonal

matrix �s the corresponding singular values� In the noise free case �o � � and
there will exist a nonsingular matrix T � R

n�n such that

Oq � UsT�

This shows that Us is an extended observability matrix �O of the original system
in some realization� From Us we can proceed to calculate A and C as

�A � J�Us�
yJ�Us ���

�C � J�Us �	�

where Ji are the selection matrices de�ned by

J� �
	
I�q���p ��q���p�p



� J� �

	
��q���p�p I�q���p



���

J� �
	
Ip �p��q���p



���

and Ii denotes the i� i identity matrix� �i�j denotes the i� j zero matrix and
Xy � XTX���XT denotes the Moore�Penrose pseudo�inverse of the full rank
matrix X � With the knowledge of �A and �C� �B and �D are easily determined
from 	
��

��� E�ective Implementation

A most e�ective way of forming the matrix Y��
UH

is by use of the QR factor�
ization of the matrix �	��

�
U

Y

�
�

�
R�� �
R�� R��

��
QH

�

QH
�

�
� ���

Straight forward calculations reveal that

Y��
UH

� R��Q
H
�

and the column space of R�� is equal to the column space of Y��
UH

and it
su�ces to use R�� in the SVD 	���






��� Relation With Other Projection Methods

The frequency domain method described in ��� �� is closely related to the ba�
sic projection method presented above� Extend the Fourier transform samples
U�k� and Y �k� with their corresponding negative frequency value

U��k� � U�k�
�� Y ��k� � Y �k�

�

and form U and Y including both negative and positive frequencies and form
the projection matrix ��

UH
� By then determine the observability range space

from the matrix
Y��UHY

H �
�

we end up with the method described in ���� Comparing with 	�� we conclude
that the method of ��� and the basic projection algorithm outlined above will
give identical estimates of the observability range space�

��� Consistency Issues

As we have seen the basic projection algorithm will estimate a state�space model
which is similar to the original realization in the noise free case� If we now let
the noise term N�� be a zero mean complex random variable the issue of
consistency becomes important� Does the estimate converge to the true system
asM � the number of data� tends to in�nity� Consistency of the basic projection
algorithm have been investigated in �	��� The basic projection algorithm is
consistent if the frequency data is given at equidistant frequencies covering the
entire unit circle and the noise N�k� is zero mean and have equal covariance
proportional to the identity matrix for all frequencies� The uniform covariance
requirement for all frequencies and the need for an equidistant frequency grid
limits the practical use of the basic projection algorithm�

��� Instrumental Variable Techniques

The strict noise properties required in order to guarantee consistency is a severe
drawback for the basic projection method� The origin of the problem stems
from the fact that the noise in�uence does not disappear from the estimate but
is required to converge to an identity matrix� What we would like is to �nd
some instruments which are uncorrelated with the noise but preserves the rank
condition 	��� The time domain instrumental variable technique in �	�� ��� will
here be adopted to yield a frequency domain instrumental variable method�

Partition Y� U and N as

Y �

�
Yp

Yf

�
U �

�
Up

Uf

�
N �

�
Np

Nf

�

The partition is done such that each sub�matrix will have � block rows and
consequently �� � q block rows� The size requirement of this partition is that
� � n where n is the system order� It is straight forward to show that

Yf � O�Xf � ��Uf �Nf ���

where Xf is given by

Xf �
	
ej���X��� ej���X��� � � � ej��MX�M �



�

�



We now have the possibility to remove the future inputs by a projection and
then use the past inputs in order to remove the noise �	��� Using ��� we yield

Y��
UH
f

UH
p � O�Xf�

�
UH
f

UH
p �Nf�

�
UH
f

UH
p ���

where ��
UH
f

denotes the orthogonal projection onto the null�space of Uf and is

given by
��
UH
f

� I �UH
f UfU

H
f ���Uf � ���

If we assume N�k� to be zero mean independent random variables with uni�
formly bounded second moments

EN�k�N�k�
H � R�k� � R� ��k

the following relation follows from a standard limit result �	� Theorem 
�	���

lim
M��

	

M
Nf�

�
UH
f

UH
p � �� w�p� 	�

If certain conditions are ful�lled then

rank 
	

M
Xf�

�
UH
f

UH
p � � n� ���

In the time domain setting this corresponds to certain assumptions of the exci�
tation signal �	��� If the rank condition ��� is ful�lled then the n principal left
singular vectors of

Yf�
�
UH
f

UH
p

will constitute a strongly consistent estimate of the range space of the extended
observability matrix ���

��� Implementation

Just as for the basic projection algorithm an e�cient implementation involves
an QR factorization of the data matrices� By following �	�� we form the QR
factorization 

� Uf

Up

Yf

�
A �


� R�� � �

R�� R�� �
R�� R�� R��

�
A

� QH

�

QH
�

QH
�

�
A ���

By using ��� it is straight forward to show that

Y��
UH
f

UH
p � R��R

H
��

and we will use R�� in a SVD to estimate the range space of the observability
matrix since R�� is of full rank whenever U has full rank which we assume� The
observability range space is thus extracted as Us � R

�p�n from

	
Re R��� Im R���



�
	
Us Uo


� �s �
� �o

��
V H
s

V H
o

�
� �	�

Notice that the orthogonal matrix Q in ��� is not needed in the estimation and
the QR factorization constitutes a considerable data reduction since the size of

�



R�� � C
�p��m is independent of the number of data samples M � As before

we use Us as the estimate of the extended observability matrix and determine
�A and �C according to ��� and �	� while �B and �D are determined from 	
��
By using the �A and �C from the consistent estimates of the observability range
space the solution of �B and �D from 	
� is a linear function of the output Fourier
transforms Y �k� and hence also in the noise� By similar arguments as before
this shows that �B and �D will be also will be consistently estimated�

We summarize this discussion in the form of an identi�cation algorithm�

Algorithm �

� Form the matrices Y ���� and U ���� and partition them as

Y �

�
Yp

Yf

�
� U �

�
Up

Uf

�

such that each sub�matrix have � � n block rows�

� Calculate the QR factorization


� Uf

Up

Yf

�
A �


� R�� � �

R�� R�� �
R�� R�� R��

�
A

� QH

�

QH
�

QH
�

�
A

�� Calculate the SVD of R��

	
Re R��� Im R���



� Us�sV

T
s � Uo�oV

T
o

were Us contain the left singular vectors of the n dominating singular
values�

�� Determine �A and �C	
�A � J�Us�

yJ�Us

�C � J�Us


� Solve the least�squares problem for �B and �D	

�B� �D � argmin
B�D

MX
k��

jY �k�� D � �Cei�kI � �A���B�U�k�j
�

We also summarize the theoretical discussion in the following theorem�

Theorem � Assume that the following conditions are satis�ed�

�i� The frequency data is generated by a stable linear system Gz� of order n�

�ii� rank U� � ��m

�iii� rank OXf�
�
UH

UH
p � � n

�iv� The noise N�k� are zero mean independent random variables with bounded
covariances

EN�k�N�k�
H � Rk � R �	� ��k

�



Let �Gz� be the resulting transfer function when applying Algorithm �� Then

lim
M��

sup
z��

kGz�� �Gz�kF � �� w�p �

Remark � From the construction of U ���� we notice that in the single input
case m � 	 the rank condition �ii� is equivalent to require that at least ��
samples of U�k� are non	zero�

� Illustrating Example

This section describes an identi�cation example based on simulated data� From
the results of the example we will clearly see the limits of the basic projection
algorithm when faced with data which do not comply with the assumptions
needed for consistence� On the other hand the instrumental variable algorithm
we will experience to perform as predicted by the consistency result of Theo�
rem 	�

��� Experimental Setup

Let the true system Gz� be a fourth order system with an output error noise
model Hz�� In the frequency domain we thus assume

Y �� � Gej��U�� �Hej��E��

where Y ��� U�� and E�� are the Fourier transform of the time domain
quantities� outputs yt�� inputs ut� and innovations et�� The system Gz� is
given by

Gz� � CzI �A���B �D

with

A �


BB�

����	
 ������ � �

������� ��	�	� � �

� � ���
��� ���
�

� � �
���
 ���	���

�
CCA � B �


BB�

�����	

������

������

������

�
CCA

C �
	

���	�� ������ ��
		� ��
���


� D ����
�
�

The noise transfer function is of second order and is given by

Hz� � Cn � zI �An�
��Bn �Dn

with

An �

�
������ �����	
������� ����	


�
� Bn �

�
������
������

�

Cn �
	
	����� ������



� Dn � �������

The Fourier transform of the noise E�� is modeled as a complex Gaussian dis�
tributed random variable with unit variance and is assumed to be independent
over di�erent frequencies� In the output error formalism we obtain the output
error as

N�� � Hej��E��

�



Average kG� �Gk�
M Proj� Alg� IV Alg�
�� 	����� 	����


� 	����� ������
	�� 	����� ��
���
��� 	����� ����
	
��� 	����� ���

�

Table 	� Monte Carlos simulations comparing the basic projection algorithm
and the IV algorithm� The estimation error decreases for an increasing amount
of identi�cation data which is predicted from Theorem 	� The projection al�
gorithms fails to capture the true system which show that the assumption of
evenly spaced frequencies and equal covariances are essentially necessary for the
projection algorithm to be consistent�

which thus is a complex Gaussian random variable with frequency dependent
variance equal to jHej��j�� The Fourier transform of the input signal is de�ned
to be U�� � 	� ��� i�e� all frequencies are equally excited�

To examine the consistency properties of the basic projection algorithm and
the IV algorithm we perform Monte Carlo simulations estimating the system
given samples of U�� and Y �� using di�erent noise realizations of E�� and
an increasing number of samples of the transforms� The frequency grid will
be logarithmically spaced between �� � ��� and �M � �� Data lengths of ���

�� 	��� ��� and ��� frequency samples will be used� For each data length
	�� di�erent noise realizations are generated and both algorithms estimate 	��
models� To assess the quality of the resulting model the in�nity norm of the
estimation error

kGz�� �Gz�k�

is determined for each estimated model and averaged over the 	�� estimated
models�

��� Estimation Results

As expected from the analysis the quality of the estimates from the instrumen�
tal variable algorithm IV� improves as the number of samples of the Fourier
transform increases� In Table 	 the averaged maximum identi�cation error is
presented� The results clearly indicate that the basic projection algorithm is not
consistent for these data� We have in this example violated the requirement of
equally spaced frequencies and equal noise covariances required for consistency
of the basic projection algorithm �	�� and by judging from the example these
requirements seems to be essentially necessary for consistency�

� Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that the PI�MOESP instrumental variable algo�
rithm can be modi�ed in order to be applicable when the primary measurements
are given as samples of the Fourier transform of the input and output signals�

	�
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Figure 	� Result from Monte Carlo simulations using data lengthM � ���� The
true transfer function Gz� is depicted as  �! and the noise transfer function
Hz� is shown as the dotted line� The absolute value of the mean transfer
function errors calculated over 	�� estimated models are shown as a solid line
for the IV method and as a dashed line for the basic projection method�

We have shown that the method is consistent if a certain rank constraint is satis�
�ed and the frequency domain noise is zero mean and have bounded covariance�
An example is presented which illuminate the theoretical discussion�
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